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Planning for:
•  non-rivalry
•  non-excludability

Public goods nature of connectivity
depends on infrastructural choices



What happens when industry plans essential utilities? 

“Verizon FiOS handles all your devices with ease”
youtube.com/watch?v=NjDUhLsBEQM  
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Broadband adoption, Philadelphia



Poverty, Philadelphia



Community-driven 
wireless networks 
offer an alternative 
and allow for 
participatory 
planning.





Athens Wireless Metropolitan Network



Funkfeuer, Vienna



Community 
Broadband

Scotland





Creating digital networks is mostly a social process.



Build around community anchors, strengthening existing relationships



Engage community members in decision-making 



Build local stewardship



Get hands-on



Red Hook, Brooklyn



Red Hook, Brooklyn



Multi-function: Internet access, collaborative mapping, disaster response

Tidepools, Red Hook



Neighborhood applications

Tidepools, Red Hook



Disaster relief in Red Hook after Superstorm Sandy

Tidepools, Red Hook





Modular mesh wireless tile

The bandwidth delivered to the end user can be up to 50 Mbps, but is 
dependent on available bandwidth at the gateway connection. There are 
various models for determining how many users can share a given 
connection. Each user-facing access point can support up to 25 
simultaneous connections, but speed will depend on available 
bandwidth at the gateway, interference, and other factors. Engineering 
study is required to determine the technical feasibility of each tile. 
Community participation is key in determining rooftop anchor sites and 
pilot "early adopter" candidates.

(1 unit) Internet Gateway
Connection to the global Internet or point of presence
(point-to-point wireless or fiber-optic backhaul, white 
space device, etc.)

(25 to 100 units) User-facing access points 
Omnidirectional mesh wireless nodes mounted on 
lightpoles, building exteriors, rooftops, or windows. Hardware = approximately $25,000 

Installation labor = approximately $75,000 to $150,000

1/2 to 3/4 mile

(5 to 10 units) Gateway distribution layer
Point-to-point or -multipoint directional mesh 
wireless nodes. 

Wired connection

Wireless connection

People in or 
next to the tile 
area can extend 
the network by 
installing their 
own routers.

Modular wireless “tile” - smallest network building-block



Tahrir Square, 2011

Ad hoc mobile networking



How should planners get involved? 



Understanding the current state of broadband provision



Planning across scales



New City, New Orleans: Proposed Network Buildout 

Planned Conduit Buildout

Proposed Conduit Buildout Proposed Wireless Link

Proposed Network POP

Proposed Wireless Node

Existing City-Owned Fiber 
Optic Cable

.5 miles
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Coordinating across different groups of stakeholders



To achieve universal access 



Thank you!
@gretabyrum
greta@opentechinstitute.org


